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A.1 GODDI motivation/significance/vision/background 1 

Data intensive sciences such as High Energy and Nuclear Physics, global weather prediction, astronomy, and bio-2 
informatics have critical needs to share large volumes of data (already reaching the PetaByte scale). Without this 3 
ability the large global scientific collaborations such as the PPDG or BaBar [BaBar] or the LHC, will be unable to 4 
work efficiently. However, though high and higher links are becoming available, it is increasingly difficult to 5 
achieve high throughput between distantly separated sites. 6 

There are several reason why it is difficult to achieve good performance on high performance long-distance links. 7 
These include: limitations of today’s standard TCP (Reno based) stacks,  the need for large windows AND parallel 8 
streams to overcome the TCP limitations; the “Wizard gap”  in understanding how to configure tune applications and 9 
networks; the difficulty in simultaneously optimizing both TCP buffer/window sizes and numbers of parallel 10 
streams; the need for dynamic (during transfers) changes in configurations based on recent measured performance & 11 
predictions. These all indicate a  need for new transport mechanisms and the need to to automate configurations.   12 

Estimating the major optimum parameters (the TCP maximum buffer/window sizes, and numbers of parallel 13 
streams) today typically involves measuring the Round Trip Time (RTT) and the “bottleneck bandwidth”  to yield 14 
the Bandwidth-Delay Product (BDP). The RTT is usually easy to estimate using the ping facility, or if that is 15 
blocked by using atool such as SynACK [SynACK]. There are both lightweight and heavier weight-tools to measure 16 
the “bandwidth” , however both have their drawbacks. Today’s lightweight bandwidth measurement tools such as 17 
ABwE [ABwE], Patchhirp [Pathchirp], and Pathload [Pathload] don’ t work on emerging high speed networks due to 18 
interrupt coalescence, off-loading of TCP functionality to NICs, and insufficient granularity of the system clocks. At 19 
the same time, methods such as iperf [Iperf] to measure TCP throughput are very network intensive requiring the 20 
transfer of hundreds of Mbits/s for many seconds (to minimize the effects of start up effects such as slow start)  to 21 
measure Gbits/s throughput. It is increasingly important therefore to incorporate the measurements into applications, 22 
so that bandwidth is not wasted extraneously, and the measurements can track the transfers. 23 

In addition to being able to achieve high network throughput, there are also bottleneck at higher layers such as the 24 
disk and file level and the servers that go with them. Overcoming these bottlenecks requires new innovative parallel-25 
ism techniques to be developed.. 26 

Can we say anything about the statistics side of things. E.g. current techniques of analyzing the data use rudimentary 27 
statistical methods, can we say we plan to improve the application of modern statistical methods to our problem 28 
area? What would be especially useful would be techniques to detect temporal change anomalies in the data to raise 29 
alerts. The nuclear industry uses technologies such as Sequential Probability Ratio test to discover problems at an 30 
early stage, is that related? 31 

User needs ability to choose transport layer to optimize performance (e.g. use HSTCP-LP { HSTCP-LP]  to soak up 32 
unused bandwidth, use HS-TCP [HS-TCP] to get higher, but fair performance, use UDT [UDT] since do not have 33 
advanced TCP stack available in proprietary OS’ such as Solaris). 34 

Heavy use of non GridFTP [GridFTP] techniques for bulk data movement in data intensive fields such as HENP 35 
(who use bbcp [bbcp] and bbftp [bbftp]) points to the need for a data mover that is easy to use, easy to install (e.g. 36 
does not require certificates, and/or Globus environment). 37 

A.2 Prior/related work/state of the art 38 

A.2.1 Introduction 39 

Achieving high performance bulk-data transport involves multiple layers, each with its own bottlenecks, each of 40 
which needs careful attention. Obviously at the lower layers a high speed network path is a pre-requisite. Several 41 
high-speed testbeds (e.g. TeraGrid, UltraScienceNet, UltraLight, UKLight, NetherLight, DataTAG, and the yearly 42 
SuperComputing show testbeds) are in use or proposed today and provide high performance paths of up to 43 
10Gbits/s. At the same time many production networks (ESnet, Abilene, GEANT) now commonly support 1Gbits/s 44 
end-to-end paths. Despite this, frequently users are unable to achieve even close to the expected performance. The 45 
next bottleneck to performance typically occurs at the transport layer. 46 

A.2.2 Reliable transport protocols 47 

The performance limitations of standard (Reno based) TCP on Fast Long-Distance (FLD) networks are well under-48 
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stood (see for example [HS-TCP]). As a result several groups are developing new TCP stacks and UDP based reli-49 
able transports.  50 

The start-up phase of a TCP flow uses an algorithm known as “slow-start”  to estimate the available bandwidth. On 51 
FLD paths this can take many seconds and often provide a poor estimate. Efforts [Slow-start] to address this are 52 
underway.  53 

Much more important for bulk-transfers running for minutes or hours is TCP’s behavior for most of the rest of the 54 
transfer in the “congestion avoidance”  phase. In this phase, standard TCP uses an Additive Increase Multiplicative 55 
Decrease (AIMD) algorithm. AIMD dramatically reduces, by a factor of two, the amount of data sent without ac-56 
knowledgement (congestion window) when encountering congestion (as identified by lack of acknowledgements), 57 
and then recovers very slowly (the congestion window increases by one packet for each acknowledgement received) 58 
on FLD paths. The advanced TCP stacks modify the AIMD behavior to reduce the factor of two multiplicative de-59 
crease and increase the recovery rate.  The Vegas, Westwood, HSTCP-LP and FAST TCP stacks also utilize in-60 
creases in the Round Trip Time (RTT) to indicate congestion.  Evaluation [Bullot] of several of the advanced TCP 61 
stacks indicates that they provide much improved single-stream performance on FLD paths and the best provide 62 
reasonable stability and fairness. 63 

Most of the advanced TCP stacks are implemented in kernel space. This requires access to the kernel sources, root 64 
privileges to build, and today the stack upgrades are not synchronized with operating system (OS) patches upgrades 65 
etc. This makes deployment difficult, in fact at this time, none of the new TCP kernels exist for proprietary OSs. 66 
Thus, there is considerable interest in efficient user-space reliable transport implementations. UDT is such a promis-67 
ing reliable transport protocol, it is built on UDP rather than TCP and runs in user space. UDP implementations tend 68 
to be less efficient than TCP’s and use more compute cycles per bit transferred. This is a serious concern since for 69 
the emerging 10Gbits/s paths compute power is a gating factor to high performance.  However, the most recent ver-70 
sions of UDT are closing this gap. 71 

{ Constantinos we need something on SOBAS}  72 

A.2.3 File transfer/copy applications 73 

High performance file transfer/copy middleware applications such as bbcp, bbftp and GridFTP utilize the reliable 74 
transport services. To achieve high performance these applications provide options such as large TCP send and re-75 
ceive buffers/windows and parallel TCP streams. Today these performance options are set once at the start of the 76 
transfer and not modified to track path performance during the transfer. There are also UDP based file transfer ap-77 
plications such as RBUDP [RBUDP] and Tsunami [Tsunami], however, they have not achieved any notable produc-78 
tion usage in the data-intensive science and Grid communities.  79 

A.2.4  Data placement & replication 80 

The data sets produced in fields such as HENP, climate, astronomy etc. are already large reaching into the PetaByte 81 
range today, and are expected to grow to ExaBytes in the next decade. Copying these data sets in an acceptable time 82 
requires high throughput performance and long transfer times (it takes roughly a day to transfer a TByte at 83 
100Mbits/s). Determining the optimal options to use for a large data transfer (e.g. maximum TCP buffer/window 84 
sizes, number of parallel streams) requires that the hosts be properly configured, that the middleware can provide the 85 
required options, and that the user knows the appropriate settings for the selected network path(s). Setting up the 86 
transfer in an optimal fashion can result in orders of magnitude improvement in throughput performance compared 87 
to the default settings. As networks improve in performance this manual optimization is increasingly difficult [wiz-88 
ard gap]. It is increasingly apparent that the middleware needs to be made more network-aware so it can optimize 89 
itself. Further with transfers taking many hours or even days during which bottleneck bandwidth can vary by orders 90 
of magnitude or more when measured at 20 second intervals [DRS] (measuring achievable throughput via iperf, and 91 
file transfer by bbftp every 90 minutes for 10-20 second durations, factors of two or more variations are seen 92 
[IEPM-BW]), automating this process so the optimal adjustments can be made during a transfer is increasingly im-93 
portant. 94 

Increasingly data intensive science disciplines such as HENP [PPDG] utilize multiple computer and data centers to 95 
process their data. As a result there are copies of the data at multiple sites. This allows another layer of optimization 96 
to be achieved by selecting to receive the data from the replica site with the highest available bandwidth. Even better 97 
performance may be achieved if disjoint parts of the data can be transferred from multiple sites in parallel { need to 98 
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read up on SplitStream, Bullet, Divisible Load Theory etc. this is not my area of expertise}  in such a way as to op-99 
timize the overall transfer. The Logistical Networking concepts [Loci] also enable the use of multiple sites by pro-100 
viding meta-data to indicate the locations where the data may be found. The initial selection of sites from which to 101 
transfer the data requires a knowledge of the available bandwidth during the potential expected transfer time. Armed 102 
with such predictions it is possible to estimate how much data to transfer from each of several sites (each with po-103 
tentially different available bandwidth predictions over the period of interest) so all the transfers finish at roughly the 104 
same time [Divisble Load Theory].  105 

The Network Weather Service [NWS] and other projects make repetitive measurements of a metric such as available 106 
bandwidth and then use various prediction techniques to extrapolate into the future. Typically this provides accura-107 
cies of 80-90% for one or two hours forward [cottrell]. One difficulty with this, even assuming they are available, is 108 
finding the measurements and predictions that are relevant to the source and destinations for the planned transfers. 109 
An alternative is to make the required measurements on demand. However this may require special facilties to be set 110 
up at the sources and destinations together with the privileges to use them. Another attractive alternative is to use 111 
measurements made during the transfer itself  (e.g. from the application itself or if available from the underlying 112 
transport layer itself e.g. via  [Web100], or even from network devices) to adjust the transfer method and to provide 113 
estimates of transfer time still required etc. This requires a new breed of middleware bulk-data transfer/copy utilites 114 
that are network aware. On top of these can be built the disjoint parallel transfers from multiple sites. 115 

A.3 Evaluation 116 

Before any new developments are deployed in production, they need careful evaluation to determine their applica-117 
bility in multiple environments including both ultra high speed testbeds and high-speed production networks. They 118 
also need to be compared with other alternatives so recommendations can be made on their relative benefits. For 119 
successful developments we will move to pilot deployment in production applications such as a large HENP ex-120 
periment like BaBar. This will further help evaluate their applicability to the real world, wring out deployment prob-121 
lems, get feedback and support from the scientists who matter, and assist in getting traction for wider scale deploy-122 
ment.   123 

We will work with and provide feedback to the developers of the various TCP stacks and UDP reliable transports, to 124 
evaluate and report on their performance, fairness, stability, and ease of integration deployment etc., and to appro-125 
priately encourage their development.  The evaluation will utilize the ~ 40 high speed production paths set up as part 126 
of the IEPM-BW infrastructure. This has a wide range of bottleneck speeds from 10 Mbits/s to 900Mbits/s and sites 127 
in 9 countries. In addition we will use our access to various 10Gbit/s testbeds to evaluate at higher speeds. 128 

As the modified version of bbcp/SOBAS becomes available we will plug it into the IEPM-BW framework, evaluate 129 
its performance on multiple production links and iterate with the developers shake it down and improve it. The test-130 
ing will include memory to memory and disk to disk transfers, various TCP stacks and reliable UDP transports, and 131 
comparison of single and multiple parallel streams.  132 

Following this we will develop a methodology for evaluating the effectiveness of selecting the best places to transfer 133 
data from and use this to evaluate and compare the data location selection techniques we and others have developed. 134 

A.3.1 Deployment 135 

We will work with BaBar physicists to deploy the preferred TCP stacks and/or reliable UDP transports at SLAC and 136 
collaborator sites. Currently the large SLAC production data servers utilize a proprietary OS (Solaris), so at SLAC 137 
we will start out evaluating bbcp running over user space transports such as UDT. Other BaBar collaborators (e.g. 138 
IN2P3 at Lyon France) utilize Linux for their data servers so we will work with them to evaluate bbcp with different 139 
TCP stacks. Caltech is also currently working with Sun to port FAST to Solaris. If this is successful, we have agreed 140 
with Sun and Caltech to assist in the testing and evaluation of FAST/Solaris and will include the bbcp   141 

A.3.2 SLAC Facilities 142 

SLAC is the home of the BaBar HENP experiment. BaBar was  recently recognized as having the largest database in 143 
the world. In addition to the large amounts of data, the SLAC site has farms of compute servers with over 3000 144 
cpus. The main (tier A) BaBar computer site is at SLAC. In addition, BaBar has major tier B computer/data centers 145 
in Lyon, France, near Oxford, England, Padova, Italy and Karlsruhe, Germany which share TBytes of data daily 146 
with SLAC. Further BaBar has 600 scientist and engineer collaborators at about 75 institutions in 10 countries.  This 147 
is a very fertile ground for deployment and testing of new bulk-data transfer utilizing improved TCP stacks and Grid 148 
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replication middleware. There are close ties between the SLAC investigators, the BaBar scientists and the SLAC 149 
production network engineers.  150 

The IEPM-BW infrastructure, developed at SLAC, hasin 5 countries 10 monitoring sites and about 50 monitored 151 
sites with contacts, accounts, keys, software installed etc. This provides a valuable testbed for evaluating new TCP 152 
stacks etc. The SLAC site has high speed connections (OC12 and GE) to the CENIC/Abilene and ESnet backbones. 153 
The SLAC IEPM group has a small farm of 6 high-performance network test hosts with 2.5 to 3.4GHz cpus and 10 154 
GE Network Interface Cards (NICs). SLAC hosts network measurement hosts from the following projects: AMP, 155 
NIMI, PingER, RIPE, SCNM, and Surveyor. SLAC has two GPS aerials and connections to provide accurate time 156 
synchronization. 157 

SLAC has an OC12 Internet connection to ESnet, and a 1 Gigabit Ethernet connection to Stanford University and 158 
thus to CalREN/Internet 2. We have also set up experimental OC192 connections to CalRENII and Level(3). The 159 
experimental connections are currently not in service, but have been successfully used at SC2000-2003 to demon-160 
strate bulk-throughput rates from SuperComputing to SLAC and other sites at rates increasing over the years from 161 
990 Mbits/s through 13 Gbps to 23.6 Gbps. SLAC is also part of the ESnet QoS pilot with a 3.5 Mbps ATM PVC to 162 
LBNL, and SLAC is connected to the IPv6 testbed with three hosts making measurements for the IPv6 community1. 163 
SLAC has dark fibers to Stanford University and PAIX, SLAC plans to connect at 10Gbits/s to the DoE UltraS-164 
cienceNet and UltraLight testbeds later this year. The SLAC IEPM group has access to hosts with 10Gbits/s connec-165 
tivity at UvA on the NetherLight network in Amsterdam, at StarLight in Chicago and CERN in Geneva. We also 166 
have also close relations with Steven Low’s group at Caltech and plan to get access to their WAN-in-Lab setup for 167 
testing applications with dedicated long distance fiber loops. SLAC has been part of the SuperComputing bandwidth 168 
challenge for the last 3 years, part of the team that won the bandwidth challenge last year for the maximum data 169 
transferred. Two time winner of the Internet2 Land Speed Record.   170 

As part of our previous and continuing evaluations of TCP stacks, the SLAC IEPM team has close relations with 171 
many TCP stack developers (in particular the developers of FAST, H-TCP, HSTCP-LP, LTCP) and with the UDT 172 
developers. 173 
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